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ABSTRACT
If the Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB)=is

eventually to serve all citizens with public radio and television,
technological and regulAory innovation will be requiied. Service to
rural America and service to specific gt.u4s,within urban'areas
cannot be accomplished within the limits of existing technology and,,
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-for'new audiences. `Cable can recreate the entire spectrum as any
times as there are cables, but now it is too expensive for .complete
nation-wide coverage. Video cassettes and discs are spectrums of a
sort which can relie've problems of .scheduling and transmission-in the
airways. Yet they, and' the equipment needed with the'm are expensive',
bulky, and not widely used. Communication satellites have 'three -
potential uses toward expanding the broadcasting spectrum: In order
of increasing complexity and cost, .these are the provision of: (1)

netwdrk service to'television stations, (2) signals to Unattended
uministafionso located <in remote areas of the country, and (3)
signals to,individual home receivers: The,spectrum is the critical
element to the' existence and expansion of public service. The cOrent
problems of the UHF band and the'FM spectrum will be solved through
the development and integration of new satellites, n.increased
efficiency in any present spectrum usage, and a commitment to today's
stations. (Author/DAG)
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The Corporation for Public Broadcasting is
charged by the Corigress with effectively rrIking
non-commercial educational radio and teleA;ion
service available to all citizens.of the United ,

States, In carry.iXout that mandate we have
become increasingly aware that the e'veritual goal
of serving all citizens wiiNpublic radio and
television will require technological and regula- '
tory innovation. This is especially true if ince are
to serve the rural population of thiq country4

r which is difficult Or impossibly to reach using
conventional broadcasting techniques, and which
heretofore has been deprived of the educational
and cultural resources commonly available in
the larger cities. We are also aware that the
prograrnMing needs of our larger cities are not
as homogeneous as once thought, and that there
exists a need to provide programming to dis:
parate, identifiable ethnic and social groups
within a city Both of'these tasks, service to rural
America and service to specific grouPs within
urban areas, cannot be accomplished within the
limits of existing technology and existing
spectrum 4ocation policy. Let me explore

.

the frontier of broadcasting technology and what
the outlook 'is for providing additional service to
the public.

Creating Spectrum' . ..
nlike energy, CPB suggests that the
spectrumis a resource which can lqe
created, especially for what has become .

known as television. For all too long, the
small segment of air waves dedicato-?1,

to deli ring information (television and radid)
to the home'has been reserved for a privileted
few, the commercial and ,E)iblic broadcasters. For

most part, their duties have been carried out
responsibly-within the economics of today'sr
marketplace:However, the ever increasing role
and leverage which television:and Tadio have
on,pur lives has demanded more from the air
waves than theycan deliverNow, with the
potential of cable and video cassettes and disc,
new spectrums 'can be cfeate , new users can
emerge, and the citizens of th nation will be the_
direct beneficiries. 1 . .
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Cable

A
for over years, it was not until the
lthough coaxial cable has been. with us

r,

1950s that its potential role in television
surfaced. It.toolc another A yeas for
engineers to realize that cable' represents

more than a medium of retransmission. In fact,
cable can recreate the entire relevant frequency
spectrum Thd spectrum which we have learned
to value and harbor, can be fashioned, el-1pp-
sulated and reused as many times as we wish,'by
using more and more cables. For the broadcast
industry with its insatiable appetite for spectrum,
sable, and its eventual replacement. fiber optics,
provide a viable solution. This,solution, however,
may stPll be 10 to 20 years away. The economists IS
t 1 us that such concepts as the "wired nation"
o the "optical,nation".are prohibitively expen-
si e using today's raw materials, manufacturing
a d installation costs As the use of LSI tech:
nology and advanced microminiaturization moves
into cable and optical 'fiber equipment, costs-will

reduced. The,actilel wiring-up process still
remains a formidable obstacle-, as does the
enormous capital investment required foil' such a.
program. As such, the ihiplementatiOn of these
technologies (cable and optical fiber) likely
awaits the economies of scale to be achieved
through a massive, possibly government
financed, national program dedicated to proVid-
ing a multitude of communication services to
the home. In other words, we must look else- -
where for additional spectrum for the immediate
future.

, , \
Discs,&Cassettes

ne such a\senual-is the video cassette dnd
the video disc Although these new
technologies have already made some
impact in the educational and institutional
field, the n1ass market acceptance of

'these products is yet to be tested. Here again, it
is possible to look upon these devices as creating
spectrum, brit in a mare limited fashion. Each
time a user employs cassettes.of discs (video or
audio) in effect the spectrum li'as been relieved of
problems of progracheduling and transmis-
sion, these problems themselves having been
a by-product of the inadequate spectrumirvail-
able in the first place. . .

Each medium, cassettes (tape) and dfscz_
(records) has its own unique adyantages and
drawbacks Ca'ssetteican record and be edited
by the maker, as Well as be reused up to a ,
point. On the negatiVese, cassettes can be ex-
tpnsive and are subject to natural magnetic forces



which can impair their cplality.,nd further.more
,* are complicated mechanical.devices by virtue
of their construction In addition, their very
facility of being a recording vehicle le, s raised :

Complicated questions of,copyright which may
take years to sort out. Discs on the other hand are
largely indestructible, 'save the potential of vex,/
low cost in 'large numbers, and in Certain versions
carLact as a virtual 4torehouse,of infognation,
standing ready to provide selected information
at thvress of a but*i. The disc's drawbacks
are the expense to make a single or limited num-
ber of Copies, and the inability to make one's own.
recording. Also, tlie disc can be stored easily
requiring, no more room than an audio record,
while tapes do take up significant space and
must-be stored in a proper environment. While

.clisc.s can be sitamit5ed, out in enormous quantities.
tapts do-not lend themselves td easy reprockkc-.
tion, and the cost 9f copies does not appileciably .

reduce as more copies are made. However, both, ..

technOlogies offer interesting attractions which
must be measured against a user's needs. We
should not dismis,arither at this time, Cassettes
are already in use lit Many areas, arid videe discs
although.not pre'seiWayailableexcept on an
experimental basis, are erected to reach the
mass 6onsumer market latt this year. The wide-
spread acceptance of eithemnedium will open
the floodgatei.of television producdrs and
artists, and take sorrte press re off the spectrum.
However, television's aVit4 to be the eyes of the

-.Sion requires a ;Thvenesd'I'unavailable, on any *
Mording device. Newsanctpu.blic affaifs, sports,
and the transmission of live; entertainment events
are s,till unioultie to television. This coupled with
the econonfics.6f.movies and otheratheatrical.
events point to the use of such programs on
television first, and then on rdcorded formats sold
to the public. .. . i.

.Thus,'neither the advent V cassettes nor of
tapes Canle expected to ;materially relieve the
pressure for more televisiOn avenues to the ' ..

public in the immediate futufe. But there are
other technologies which do impact on this arena.

Comm. unications
SaI

t
a

s the,subcommtttee is aware, dptriblition
of programminq to-Publicladi and
television stations will shortlyi e accom-
plished by multiple- channel tellite
transmission rathe.,r than the rrent

common-carrier facilities utilizing tyr ,strial
microwave. This function is'by no means the

' only way in which satellites can be usediri
broadcast service. In order of ascending com-,

.
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plexity and cog the potential uses of satellites in
- broadcasting include: .

I. ,P'rovidin'g network service to televis,ion ta-.
- tionsthe function described above. 4

2. Prdviding sigrrals to unattended" mini.
stations" locaqt4 in r.-note areas of the country. .-
3. .P.rovidifyi'Signale to4ndividual Iiime
receivers, glunction known as "du atelTite-to--

. home" broaddasting. r
..... I

Item 1, above, is/a scan to-be accckin lished f'

faCt, and will.allow public stations access to-a '
grater diversity of program selection by virtue
of the multi- channel Capabilities of the satellite.

Item 2, above, holds the promise of meeting

2
the needs of rural viewersiani listeners, in a
feasible and economical fashion. At present,
many ftiral areas are served by radio and tele-..
vision translators, 'unattended 'devices usually'..
located on high terrain', whiciTeceive the signals
of a distant radio or television station, and .
re-broadcast the signals on a different channel
using low power transmission; ranging'from one
watt to 100 watts:Iranslators have been valuable

I in'exlending relevision,and radio coverage into
remote areas However, they have a singular and
obvious inherent disadvantage, becaUse, for
proper operation, they must have a reliable
signal from a "parent" television station, In many
rural areas, signals from such ''parent" stations,
particularly calk- stations, are not available'
because the closest station may be several .
hundred miles distant. Using a new generation of
sh e launched satellites (e.g., Syncom IV), and
dpe ting in non-common carrier-bands (e.g., 2500
MHz), ,lv-cost earth terminals can deliver high-
quality program related signals to unattended
"mini-powered" television stations for rebroad-
cast

..:
in rural areas. This type of satellite is well

--, within today's technology and with the first,Space.
Shttttle flight will become an economic reality.
Eventually,; such service could also be used to
augment the primary networking function of the ,,,
system being constructed today, however, early

-,

satellite channel capacitieg are somewhat limited
due to the multi-purpose nature of the spacecraft.

This delivery capability coupled with changes
in theallowable power of "mini'' stations (mocli-,.
fied translators) could make rural qbverage an
imminent reality. The present arbitrary power
limitations of 1 watt-VHF and FM translators east
of the Mississippi and 10 watts west of the
Mississippi, and the equally outdated limitations
on UHF transmitters should be eliminated and
replaced with a requirement that maximum
power be determined the basis of the size of .

the rural*area to be ser ed, cOnstraineelgonly b.)



The avoidance of objectionable 'interference to
ridarby station , -

The faci4ty previously described doeS not
constitute a "translator" within the commonly
accepted definition of that term. Instead it is a
wedding of 3 satillite earth terminal and-certain
components of a conventional translator. This
constitutes the rnost feasible and most economical
means of pioviding service to rural areas, where
the low population'density does not warrant the
installation of a conventional wide-area coverage
station. The principle is readkly adaptable to both
radio and television,,and CPB studies are cur-
rently under way investigating theitechnical, .

economic and regulatory factors associated with
implemehtati3n of this system of extending public
15rodacasting service to ruraL areas. .

The third itemdire4satellite-to-hothe broad-
castingis within,the realm of technical
pdssibilrty today, and is,coniidered as one of
the long termsolutions to delivering adequate
publicloroadcasting service to isolated rural
areas which cannot be- economically served, at
present, either by conventional broadcast stations
or by the previously described satellite earth
station .translator combination. However, despite
its demonstrated technological feasibility,
satellite-to-home broadcasting poses some
formidable economic and spectrum utilization 4.- -
problems. The economic problem is twofold. The
first' economic problem concerns the cdst of
satellites whichbhave sufficient transmitter power
to plate relatively strong signals on the earth's
surface so that reception with a home antenna of
.reasonable size is possible. The second economic
problem involves the cost 'of the receiving
antenna and. converter necessary to deliver the
satellite signal to the home television receiver. It
is anticipated that both problems will yield to tech-
nological progress, and that with Continued refine -
me of satellite technnogy, the costs of both the
satellite and the receiving apparatus will become
more affordable. The spectrum utilization problem
appears more serious because of-ffie burgeoning
use of satellites for such commercial purposes as
data transmission and telephone communications.
It is urged that the regulators of the spectrum
recognize that, for many commercial users, satel-
lite transmission of,informatioq constitutes merely
a more economical alternative to the use of
terrestial radio systems and wireline communica-
tions, and that these less spectrum-intensive
systems will meet the ne6cispf commercial users,
albeit at greater expense. By comparison, use of
terrestial radio or television system's or wireline
communications is not a feasible means of

8



,delivering public bro'adcasting programming to .

areas of low population density. This is:nol,to say
that cdriimerctal \isers should be precluded from
use of that portiOriCf thg, spectrum alit-Able for
satellite service. Rather, it is a plea that can- .
sicfered forethought bb given toecfuitable
tion of this portion of thpectrum., so that when
direct satellite-to-home transmission of public
broadcasting programping becomes ar} economi-
callyviable prcpAsition, }fie public broadcasting
community will not find.giat area of the specium

- so saturated by otlier users that implementation
of this public service is 4.mpossibleOr unduly
firrlited. 7

. Technological Advances -

ngineet§ have long recognized'-that
certain of,the-tran'smissiop methods used,
by broadcasters are in_herenfly inefficient -

to tfie.extent'that Alley utilize excess
spectium space. Fortunately, the crisis of

spectrum shortages arrived accompanied by .
advances A-J, technology which hold, the promise
of increasing the amount of information which
can be "squeezeds Into a givenuunit of spectrum.
As with most enginpeOng matters, certain trade-
offs exist whek spectruin conservation is ,

attempted, and it appears that pv:wicling addi-
tional prognamtning by'rnaking more efficient use

- of the' spectrum will exact costs ill, tfiejorm of
more complex; and hence more expehkive,-
receiving systems. In assessing the desirability
of methods of making additional programming
available, iris important to recognize that the,
traditionaksdluifOn of allocating more spectrum
has near y rehed the end of its utility, and is
not a viable solution for the long term. The alter-
native is riot between allocating more spectrum
or making more efficient use of what spectrum
we have. Instdael, the stdrk reality is the choice
between malting more efficient use el what ,
spectrum we have, or doing withqut additional
comniaications service toa growing population
which exhibits an ali`nost addictive dependency
on the benefits Which such service confers.

The area which appeas most in need of
technological innovation to improwe spectrum
Utilizallon is broadcestrtelevision. The teevision
signal as presently convituted:is wasteful of

' spectrum spke because much of the information
trarivri4te is highly redundant in its technical
come eoretical lesearch and some prototype
syste s have shown that eliulination of the
redundant information and utilization oPitorgle
circuitry in television receivers can reduce tele;
visidn signal spectrum occupancy by up to ten

,1



times. One system deklloped by the General*Elec.

tric Company, and denominated "Sampledot"
kes advantage of certain psychophysicalcharac-

ter los of the human eye;brain complex, and
eliminates .apparent "flicker" ha a narrow band-
width televt.sfri picture by "building" a picture
out of a series of random clots, rather than using
the linear scan system of conventional television
-systems. A WestizIghouse system called "Two in

' One" television is capable of transmitting two
separate color procirains on a single television
chaRnel. In a practical.implementation of this

system, a single television itaticn dpenting on,
for example, Channel 5, would transmit two
programs simultaneously, aging- the same trans-
mitting equipment now required for the trans-

. mission of a single program:The viewer
equipped with a special receiver capable -ef t
Of unrniiini'' the t oplograms, wbyld select the

. destred program tuning his speCial receiver
to "Chaniel 5A" o "Channel 5B."

These systerps both offer savings in spestnim
occupancy and irithe capital cost of the trans-
mission apparats. The price paid for the
resulting additional program capability is'an,lr-
increase in the complexity,and cost ofthe tele
vision system whiCif has long beep the "weak

. link" with respct -to efficiency in spectrum i.
utilization. Based'on CPB's assesNent of the
current itate of the art, these or similar spectrum'
conserving systems could be implefhented for
consumer use within the next ten years. .
Further along the technological horizon lies the
development.of the toosinission broadcast

- television signals by digital, father than the cur-
rent analog; means. GPI,' erVinexpensive digital
storage circuitry, of the type preseri,t1 in use for ,

computer, data storage, the need tolransmit
redundrit inform'ation would bieliriiinated.
Information presently transmitte'd redundantly
would be transmitted only once and stored in the
television receiver and displayed for as long as
necessary. "New" information would be trans-

' mitted only'when there was a change*In the
television picttire. Stated otherwise, the television _

system, instead of transmitting many.duplicate -

"still picthres" would transmit only "change's" in .

picture content. At present, the digital circuitry to
_accomplish this fun6tion is btilky and apensive:
.However,Tniniaturization and cost recfuction iri
eleotronic`c4rcuitry has been the rule over the

.past decade, and engineers today utiliz4aTicl
held $100.00 digital computers, which 10 years
ago would havvost cleost..to $1,000,000 and '
would have occupied a good portion of this

(rearing room. Recently, Mahy of the analog
o ,



devices in television stations have been replaced
by more reliable and less costly 'digital apparatus,
and the expansion btdigital techniques into the
home television receiver, and the resultant
reduction in spectrum occupancy requirements,
seems an inevitable and highly desirable natural
consequence of continued research and develop-
ment in thisjield. The long term need for addi-
tibnalinrogramining capability within the confines
of the lithited available spectrum ip intimately tied
to the implemenVon of digital transmission
techniques, arid progress in this area will be
closely followed by CPB, other,representatives of
the public br.oadcasling,community, and the
television industry as a whole.

Radio, too', shares some of the spectrum
inefficiency characteristics of television, 410 not
neatly to the same degiee. However, improve-
ments can and should be made, particularly in
FM broadcasting. The FM broadcast band in the.
United States has reached the point of saturation
in densely populated areas, and absent Jechnical
and regulatory changes, nq new stations can be
established. With respectto the small and
crowded non-commercial. portion of the FM band,

`,CPB has adivance<proposals for FCC rule
change's-that will providesome small number of

*.rie'w additional stations. However, tb realize..
significantly greater numberP of noftcommerciar
FM stations, major, restructuring of FCC technical
standards and implementatRon of innovative
technology will be requirdd. At present, each FM
broadcast station occupies ten times more spec-
trum space than its AM (standardloroadcast)
station counterpart. By utilizing this additional
spectrum, FM stations are able to offer better
performance with respe0 to a parameter known
as "signal to noise ratio." This imprm'eernent --
translates into a received sound that is relatively k
free of common radio impairments.collectively
wouped tinder the heading of "noise." Prelimi-
nary research by CPB indicates that a. reduction in
the amount of spectrum occupied by each Wt1
station may be possible with only a slight .
reduction in signal to noise ratio performance.
'Furthermore,- this slight performance deterioration
could, be compensated foF by incorporation df
available noise reduction equipment such as that
marketed by the Dolby Company and the dBx
Company,lo name just two. The effect of the 4

reduction in spectrum oCcupincywould be to
provide room" for additional stations which
could be added by' a tethnique we refer to as/
"channel inteileaving"or placing new stations
irithe spectrum "slots" which result`trhpn the
spectrum occupancy of existing stations is

1)
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reduced.-When research is complete, CPB plans
to petition the FCC for regulatorranplementation
of the "channel interleaving" proposal. To crate,
this plan appears to be the only technically and
eco ornically feasiblerrt?.ans of relieving the

. intole blehortage of spectrum for public radio.
a

Conclusion
o broadcasters, public and,cornmercial
alike, the spectrum is that trucial element
on which they are dependent for the,
.existence and expansion of their ability
to provide public service. Both, broad-

-casters and the jegulators n/ust keep paramount
in their planningthe concept that spectrum
is a resource- which must be utilized to the
limit of its efficienCy Even with cable, optical
'fibers' and video discs on the .horizon, the
existing spectrum can and must he made to
perforin to its peak. Unless we -are prepared to
foreclose, future expansion of service to the
public, the force of modern technology must be
brought to bear on the critical i.e.ments affecting
broa'dcastin4 and its fnture. The development and
integratign of new satellites, the "optical" nation,

.the video disc, and increased efficiency in our
present usage of the spectrum, as well as a firm
comnlitment to today's stations are the, areas most
in need of attention. F the,immediate future, the
problems of the UHF band and the FM spectrum
have reached crisis prbportions. Measures must

*be taken as outlined:here to assure orderly
growth and expansiongof these services as well
as to prepare all broadcasters for the coming '
rewlution in communications.
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